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ABSTRACT

THE STRESS FIELD

OF A SPHEROIDAL SLIDING INCLUSION

UNDER SHEAR

By

Sheng Peiying

The elastic fields due to a spheroidal inhomogeneity under a uniform shear stress ap-

plied at infinity and a spheroidal inclusion which undergoes a uniform shear eigenstrain

are investigated. The interface between the matrix and the inclusion cannot sustain shear

tractions and is free to slip. Initially, Boussinesq displacement potentials in forms of infi-

nite series are used to solve these two problems. However, we discover that only finite

number terms of potentials will give the solution. As a result, it is found that for the inho-

mogeneity problem the stresses in the spheroidal subdomain vanish and the spheroid ro-

tates without deformation, and that for the eigenstrain problem the stresses in both the

inclusion and the matrix vanish, and there is no deformation in the matrix, while the inclu-

sion does deform but keeps its original shape and orientation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

If a region Q in a matrix D has an eigenstrain, which is a nonelastic strain such as

thermal expansion, initial strain, plastic strain, etc., it is called an inclusion. If a subdomain

Q in a matrix D has moduli different from those of the matrix, then it is called an inhomo-

geneity. Both the inclusion problem and inhomogeneity problem can be solved basically

in the same way in view of mathematics, so that sometimes they are called the inclusion

problems for convenience (Fig. DU].

03

 

02 ’ y

01

  
Fig. 1. Inclusion in a matrix Fig. 2. Prolate spheroid

Fibers in composite materials, aggregates in concrete, voids in porous material, and

others can be represented by inclusions, in particular, by the inclusions with the ellipsoidal

shape in geometry. Therefore, the solution of an ellipsoidal inclusion problem is important



for the engineering applications. The stress field near the inclusion depends on its interface

condition, elastic constants, types of loading, shape of materials, and others. At the inter-

face, the inclusion could be perfectly bonded to the matrix, free to slip along the interface,

debonded from the matrix, or a combination of these.

In this thesis we consider an infinite, elastic, homogeneous and isotropic material

having a prolate spheroid which is also elastic, homogeneous and isotropic , but has elastic

properties different from those of the mauix. The prolate spheroid is the special ellipsoid

in which the three semi-axes have the relation 01 = 02 < 03. We want to determine stress

and displacement fields when the infinite body containing a spheroidal inclusion is under

shear loading at infinity

0 = S0 (1.1)

where So is a constant shear stress, and the coordinates are chosen in such a way that the

z-axis coincides with the major semi-axis of the spheroid, and the x-axis with the minor

axis (Fig. 2). The equation (1.1) is the boundary condition at infinity. We assume that the

sliding is allowed at the interface between the inhomogeneity and the matrix, and shear

tractions are specified to vanish, but no debonding takes place. In the other words, the

stresses and normal displacements are continuous, and shear stresses are zero on the inter-

face. These boundary conditions at the interface S (see Fig. 1) can be expressed as follows

[Cy-1"; = 0 onS (1.2)

[ui] n; = 0 ODS (1.3)

Oijnj-Ojknjnkn‘. = O 0115 (1.4)

where oi]. ........stress

u,-.........displacement

n,-.........normal vector on S

[ ] ........the difi'erence of quantities out of and in inclusion,(out)-(in)

i, j, k.....x, y, z



1.2 BACKGROUND

The inclusion problems have been investigated by many researchers. Mura[1]

gave a comprehensive review of this subject. Jasiuk[2] investigated the sliding inclusions

in details. The papers that are valuable to us are due to Goodier[3], Sadowsky and Stern-

berg[4], Edwards[5], Eshelby[6,7], Ghahremani[8], Tsuchida, Mura, Jasiuk, Furuhashi

and Dundurs[9]-[15], and others.

The earlier papers deal with the case in which the bonding between the inclusion

and the matrix is assumed to be perfect, i.e., all stressesand displacements are continuous

at the interface. These boundary conditions are described with the equations

[Cg-1"} = O on S (1.5)

[“1] = 0 on S (1.6)

Goodier[3] considered the axisymmetric elasticity solutions to investigate the dis-

turbance effect of inclusions with simple spherical and cylindrical geometry and discussed

the concentration of stress around these two types of inclusions.

Sadowsky and Sternberg[4] obtained an exact closed form solution for the stress

around a spheroidal cavity in an infinite elastic body, which is subjected to arbitrary uni-

form stresses at infinity in the plane perpendicular to the axis of revolution of the cavity.

They used the displacement potential approach.

Edwards[5] also used Boussinesq’s approach in the theory of elasticity and chose

Legendre functions as the potentials. He obtained exact closed form solutions for the dis-

tribution of stress around a spheroidal inclusion in an infinite elastic body under all four

types of uniform loading conditions at infinity, i.e.,

case 1: xy plane state of hydrostatic stress

a = o = 1 (1.7)



case 2: xy plane state of pure shearing stress

0 = -O' = 1 (13)

case 3: state of uniaxial tension

0 = l (1.9)

case4: zx plane state of pure shearing stress

0' = 1 (1.10)
21

where the coordinates are designated as in Fig.2. The interface was assumed to be perfect-

ly bonded. These solutions for the basic loadings are useful because, for the problem of

the prolate spheroidal inclusion in an infinite body subjected to an arbitrary uniform load-

ing, the stress distribution throughout the body could be obtained as a linear combination

of the solution for the basic loading conditions.

Eshelby[6,7] solved the inclusion problems by using Green’s function method and

expressed a solution in a form of elliptic integral. He pointed out a remarkable feature of

the stress and strain field of a particular type of inclusion, that is, if the region is an ellip-

soid, the strain and stress are uniform everywhere inside the inclusion. It should be noted

that the interface needs to be perfectly bonded for this conclusion to be held.

The condition of perfect bond at the interface between the mauix and the inclusion

is not true for some real materials. There could be a discontinuity of displacements, such

as debonding, sliding and the combination of them at the interface. For example, grains

in polycrystal, particles in soils, and fibers in composite materials may be subjected to

sliding along their interfaces. Thus it is valuable to consider more complex boundary con—

ditions, among which is a sliding situation which is designated in equations (l.2)-(1.4).

A number of recent papers considered sliding inclusions. Ghahremani[8] investigat-

ed the case of a sliding spherical inhomogeneity under tension at infinity.

Mura and Furuhashi[9] pointed out that when sliding is allowed along the inclu-

sion surface, the well-known solution of Eshelby[6] must be substantially modified. They

solved the problem of inclusion with a sliding interface by superposing the Eshelby’s solu-



tion (perfect bonding) and Volterra’s solution (sliding). This way they relaxed the stresses

at the interface of perfectly bonded inclusion by distributing dislocations along the surface

of inclusion. They reported a striking result that when an ellipsoidal inclusion undergoes a

shear eigenstrain and the inclusion is free to slip along the interface, the stress field vanish-

es everywhere in the inclusion and in the matrix, and there exists a shear deformation that

transforms an ellipsoid into the identical one without changing its orientation. It should

be noted that their solution is restricted to such a case that al at a2 at a3, where

a1, a2, and a3 are the semi-axes of the ellipsoid.

Tsuchida, et al.[10] used Papkovich-Neuber displacement potential and solved

the elastic field of an elliptical inclusion in an infinite body. The boundary conditions at

the interface are the same as those in [9], i.e., the interface between the inclusion and the

matrix can not sustain shear tractions and the inclusion is free to slip along the interface.

But the eigenstrain is of the different type. The inclusion undergoes a uniform expansion

instead of the shear strain in [9]. It is concluded that in contrast to the perfectly bonded

case, the solution for the sliding case involves infinite series. Also the stress field is non-

zero. The infinite series of potentials were used before by Tsuchida and Mura[11] to eval-

uate the stress field in an elastic half space having a spheroidal inhomogeneity under an

all-around tension parallel to the plane boundary.

Kouris, et al.[12] employed Papkovich-Neuber displacement potentials, the

same method as that in [10] but difi‘erent from that in [9], and reexamed the stress field

when an elliptic subdomain in a free body undergoes a uniform shear type of eigenstrain

or the body is subjected to a uniform shear loading at infinity. No resistance was allowed

along the interface of the ellipse. In this solution, although the displacement potentials

were taken in a form of infinite series, the results from the calculations show that only a fi-

nite number of terms of the infinite series contributes to the stress field. For the case of the

shear eigenstrain the only nonzero term of the displacement potential corresponds to the

rigid body motion, so that the whole stress field vanishes. For the case of the uniform

shear loading at infinity the finite terms of the potentials give zero stress field in the inho-

mogeneity, so the inhomogeneity acts like' an elliptic cavity of the same shape in an infi-



nite plate. The result is consistent to that reported in [9], because al at a2, while 03 = 0.

As the limit situation of the ellipse, a circular inclusion was also studied. The stress field,

however, is not zero, when an inhomogeneity has the shape of the circle. That means the

solution for the circular inhomogeneity can not be obtained from the limit of the ellipse.

There exists the discontinuity of the stress when the ellipse approaches the circle, which is

called an anomaly of solution. This is not true for the case of perfect bonding at the inter-

face in which the stress of the circular inclusion is the limit of that of the elliptic inclusion.

Jasiuk, et al.[13-15] considered the inclusion in the shape of prolate spheroid

having the sliding boundary condition, i.e., the inclusion was free to slip along its interface

with the mauix and no shear traction existed on the interface. Both types of inclusion

problems, in which the inclusion was undergoing a uniform eigenstrain and the inhomoge—

neity was subjected to a uniform stress at infinity, were investigated. All the possible uni-

form loadings, all-around tension, uniaxial tension parallel to or shear stress in the plane

perpendicular to the rotational axis of the spheroid(corresponding to the previous casel-

case3, or equation(1.7)-(1.9)) at infinity were considered except the second kind of shear

loading ,6” = S0 (corresponding to the above-mentioned case 4 or equation(1.10)). The

method used to solve the above problems was similar to the one of Edwards’[5] and

Tsuchida and Mura’s[11]. The prolate harmonic functions in the form of infinite series

were taken as the displacement potentials. It was discovered that stresses in the sliding

spheroidal inclusion are not uniform, unlike in the perfectly bonded inclusion, where the

Stress field is uniform{6]. Similar to the paper[10], the conclusion was made that infinite

series representation of displacement potentials is required for the sliding inclusion, con-

uary to perfectly bonded inclusion, where finite series give the exact solusion[5]. When

the sliding inclusion is of spherical shape, only finite series are required[8].

In summary, a lot of research has been done on the stress and strain fields of an in-

finite body containing an ellipsoidal, in particular spheroidal inclusion which undergoes

uniform eigensu'ains or is subjected to uniform stresses at infinity. The Boussinesq’s or the

Papkovich’s displacement potentials methods of elasticity are suitable in solving the in-

clusion problems, as well as the Green’s function approach. The displacement potentials



and the stress fields are obviously different when the interface between the inclusion and

the mauix behaves differently. For the case of perfect bonding interface the finite number

of terms of potential functions gives the exact solution and the stress field in the spheroidal

inclusion is uniform. For the case of sliding boundary conditions at the interface, however,

the infinite series of potential functions are required and the mess field is not uniform any

more. The Stress field vanishes if an inclusion of ellipsoidal shape undergoes a shear ei-

gensuain or an elliptical inhomogeneity in two dimensions is subjected to a uniform shear

stresses at infinity. This is not true when the ellipsoidal inclusion goes to spherical one, or

when a spheroidal inclusion has an shear eigenstrain or a spheroidal inhomogeneity is sub-

jected to a uniform shear stress in the plane perpendicular to its rotational axis at infinity,

or an elliptic inclusion becomes a circular one. I

As a continuity and supplement of Jasiuk’s work on the prolate spheroidal inclusion

with a sliding interface condition(corresponding to the cases 1, 2 and 3), this thesis mainly

investigates the case of an infinite body with a sliding inhomogeneity inside, which is sub-

jected to a uniform shear stress on = SO at infinity(corresponding to the case 4).



2. METHOD OF SOLUTION

We assume that inclusion is of prolate spheroidal shape which ranges from needle-

like shape to spherical shape. Therefore, the prolate spheroidal coordinates are adopted.

Based on the Boussinesq’s approach of elasticity in three dimensions, the stress and strain

fields are expressed by prolate spheroidal harmonic potential functions in a form of infinite

series. Satisfying the boundary condition at the interface and at infinity, the algebraic equa-

tion system containing the potential functions and their coefficients is obtained. Finally the

linear equation system is solved for the coefficients so that the displacement and stress

fields are found according to the basic equations of elasticity. The calculations are carried

out numerically.

2.1 COORDINATE SYSTEM

It is convenient to choose a prolate spheroidal coordinate system for the problem

with the inclusion of spheroidal geometry. As a result, the boundary conditions at the inter-

face can be easily expressed. .

Let the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, 0, be at the center of the prolate

spheroidal inhomogeneity and the z axis coincide with inclusion’s rotational axis, i.e., its

major axis, so that all the three axes in Cartesian coordinates are the symmetric axes of the

spheroid (Fig.3). Then an orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system-a prolate spheroidal

coordinate system is used. The prolate spheroidal coordinate system(0t, B, y) is related to

the Cartesian coordinate system(x,y,z) by the transformation equations[2],

x = csinhasinBcosy = cfi'p'cosy (2.1)



y = csinhasinBsin'y = céfisin'y (2.2)

2 = ccoshacosB = cqp (2.3)

where c is the focal length of the prolate spheroid, and the range of variables are

 

 

    

  

05010», osfism 0575211. (2.4)

‘2

z or: court

A

A

2b 0 >1:

Y

Za

‘———>  
y = const

Fig. 3. Coordinate system

The surfaces a=const, B=const and y=const consist of an orthogonal family of prolate

spheroids, hyperboloids of two sheets and half planes passing the meridian curves.

For simplicity the following new variables are introduced

q = cosha (2-5)

(7 = sinhor (2.6)

p = c083 (2.7)

p = sin [3’ (2.8)
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with the relationship

f—f=1 am

pap2 = 1 (2.10)

and their ranges are

1 S. q < oo (2.11)

0 s 21' < oo (2.12)

-1 s p s 1 (2.13)

0 513 s 1 (2.14)

The differential of arc length is

(ds)2 = (da/h)2+ (dB/h)2 + (dy/h3)2 (2.15)

where

h = —1—— h3 = —l__ (2.16)

The surface of the spheroid is defined by a = (10 or the corresponding variable .

q0 = cosh do. The minor and major semi-axes of the spheroid are

a = cq—O, b = ’cqo (2.17)

with the relationship

b2-02 = c2 (2.18)

2.2 METHOD OF SOLUTION

The problem considered in this thesis is solved by using the displacement ap-
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proach. If no body forces are accounted for, the displacement equations of equilibrium for

elasticity in three-dimensions are

V2y+-1—:1-2—vae = o (2.19)

where y ........displacement vector

v ........Poisson’s ratio

e........dilatation, V0 y

2 2 2

V2 ...... _8_ +i + 33—2, Laplacian operator

z8x2 Byz

v ........Ania—3.“, ‘- "- “ - - - - -8x1 By, 82" where I , j , k are unrt vectors In x, y, z direction respec

tively.

The general solution of the displacement equation of equilibrium is given as[l4]

20y = V(¢0+Bop)+4(1-v)p+2VxA+Vx(BIO) (2.20)

where E ........position vector

G.......shear modulus

P (4),, ([32, (b3) , A (ll, 12, A3) , (1)0, )‘0 ............harmonic functions.

The displacement components in the Cartesian coordinate system are

20“.: = 333((1)0+xq)l +y¢2+z¢3) —4(1 —V) $1

31.3 812 a).0 31,, (7-21)

+ 2(W-37) + (YE-’2?)

ZGuy = %(¢O+x¢1+y¢2+z¢3) -4(1-V)¢2

at] at; 291.0 arc (2.22)

+ 2(—a—z-_a—x)+ (ZX-x-a?)

20,5: %(¢o+x¢l+y¢2+z¢3) —4(1 -v)t1>3

39.2 31.1 arc 31.0 - (233)

+ 2(x’w)+(1'37-y$)
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But not all the harmonic functions in equations(2.21)-(2.23) are required to be present in

order to satisfy the displacement equations of equilibrium (2.19). The difi'erent combina-

tions of these harmonic functions were proposed by different scholars. For example, the

formulation in terms of ¢0’ (1)1, ¢2 and $3 is due to Papkovich and Neuber, and

(>0, (p3, and A3 due to Boussinesq. In this thesis Boussinesq’s appoach is used as follows

8% 8:113 313

84>, 363 a).
— _ _3

ZGuy — 8y +2 By 2 3): (2.25)

. 3% 3%
20“: = —a—z- +2-52— — (3—4V) $3 (2.26)

The displacements in Cartesian coordinate system can be transformed into the

prolate spheroidal coordinate system by using the uansformation tensor or matrix as fol-

lows

“.- = A1)“,- (2.27)

or

am ux

“B - [A] uy (2.28)

u uz

where i.................... a, [3, y

j................... .x, y, z

ua, “B’ u7......displacements in the spheroidal coordinate system

a, uy, uz .......displacements in the Cartesian coordinate system

[A] .................transformation matrix from Cartesian coordinate system to spheroidal

coordinate system, which is derived from the direction cosines between the two systems as
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follows

7 chqpcosy chqpsiny chqp ‘

[A] = chqpcosy chqpsin'y —chqp' (2.29)

  — siny cosy 0 .4b

Using the equations (2.28) and (2.29), the transformed displacements in the prolate sphe-

roidal coordinate system are(appendix A)

3% 8453 “3?»

2014,, = hq————a—q + chqp[q-—a—-q3 -—(3 4v)¢3] +2h=qW (2.30)

64,445,511
ZGuB = — hp—8p — chqp[p——38p —(—3 4v) 413] + 2h:pdy (2.31)

_ 1 3% +qp3% 3A3 8A3

ZGu.’ — ”153+ r—BT +2ch2qp (p——a—p -q—Bq ) (2.32)

The corresponding stresses in the prolate spheroidal coordinate system can be derived

from the displacements (2.30)-(2.32) by using the strain-displacement relations and the

Hooke’s law. These stresses are

32¢ 84>, 84
on = h2[52—3°+c2h252p(qa—q —p3-—p0):|

2

2 2334’ 2 —2 84)., 2 233¢
+ ch qqua—-232q+{ch -2(1- v)q2}p-a—q —(ch2p2132+2v)qB—p (2.33)

q

+ 2h2q [L713 q 82.3]

3734 — 533—7
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—23 2(b0 2h2 34),, 34),) :I2

6,= h [p a +6 4(43—q #2513)

_ 324 _ a4, a4,
+ ch2[qppza—23- {62h2(12p2+2(1--V)152143—3 + (c2h242- 2W42paq3] (234)

p

3’4. 31.
- 2132 __3+_P_ 3]

p[apay 5274

_ 1 32% +h2’ql:a—¢O- p.830]

07 _ 62(I722372 8‘1 pap

831334384,
4P 2

-_—_——+ch [(42 ~2vq)p—3 - (P2 +2vr32)q—3] (2.35)

642172 372 34 3p

[831- 31.3”] 2 at

P—

apay 44744 cq,3244

 

824 a4 a4_ 2 _ 0 2 2 _O_ _0

0,, - ’1 qp[ 343p” h (an 123(1)]

2—— 82% 2 2 2 8413 2 2 2 8%
- ch qp qpm+ {c hp -(1—2v)}q3—q —{ch q +(1-2v)}p3; :l (2.36)

+ _2[_2 3’1, 433)., 31.3]

(117

—2 _
qpaTaq 4P apt}! (IP37
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BY ~53 8p3y+ 728—7

- h" 2223 +{1-2(1-v)}223 23732333, ,32 27 ‘° ’

p332 {ea—32 322 ax ax
__ h3—- _ 3 2,22 2 _3_ 2 2 _3 ]

+ C:p2372 +6 410 43—an 122—2)2 {41232 (4 +p)ap}

824 84
hfi[qayaq {22+2(1 V2287] ( 3)

M 322 3_2_[ 3’23 372., 2 2 323 322}]

—— h h -2“2222822 +6 q [2 123——223p-cza—q2 +6 {(42 +122)-a—- qpap}

2.3 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The boundary conditions for the spheroidal inclusion having freely sliding surface

and subjected to the uniform shear stress at infinity have been given in Cartesian coordi-

nate system by the equations (1.1)-(1.4). In the spheroidal coordinate system which we use

in this thesis they are in the following forms.

The boundary conditions at the interface a = (10 (or q=q0) become
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“(1'02 = 20 = “lat = 20 (2.39)

Gala 2 a — 64L, = an (2.40)

003'“ = a0 = 0 (2.41)

Eaflla = a0 = 0 (2.42)

OWL, = a0 = O (2.43)

622'“: a0 = 0 (2.44)

The stress boundary conditions at infinity,when pure shear loading is applied, are

Ole, _2 ,2 = so (2-45)

022 02, 02, 022, 022], _2 .. = O 2 (2.46)

where r: x2 + y2, and S0 is a constant. The bar above a letter refers to the inclusion.

2.4 HARMONIC POTENTIALS

Having the formulas for stresses and displacements and the boundary conditions

set up, we now need to find appropriate potential functions so that the stresses and dis-

placements obtained from the potential functions by the equations(2.30)-(2.38) can satis-

fy the boundary conditions(2.39)-(2.46).

In view of the superposition principle of elasticity, we consider the stress and dis-

placement field in the matrix as a sum of two parts,
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u- = &,+ u‘.’ (2.47)

G

I

Q + Q_ " .. 9. (2.48)

where the term with the superscript 0 is the undisturbed field in absence of the inhomoge-

neity caused by only the applied loading at infinity, and the other term is due to the distur-

bance caused by the spheroidal inhomogeneity. 2

The main concern in this investigation is to choose the proper harmonic potential

function in the equations (2.30)-(2.38) for the stress and displacement field due to the dis-

turbance of the prolate spheroidal inhomogeneity. Generally, the harmonic functions

which satisfy the diSplacement equations of equilibrium in the form of prolate spheroidal

coordinates are [2]

P22(q) P,(p) [1]
(2.49)

Q,(q) Q, (p) Y

01'

Pm) PW) [24222241 (2.50)
Q’:(q) Q’:(p) 5mm

. where Pn(p), Pn(q) and Qn(p), Qn(q) are Legendre’s functions of the first and the second

kind, and P22" (p), P’: (4) and Q’: (p), Q': (q) are the associated Legendre’s functions

of the first and the second kind of order m. They are defined as follows

 

1 d" 2 n

P = — -l 2.51,(p) 22n2dp,,(p ) ( )

PM) = 1 ——d"(qz-1>" (2.52)
 

2"nl dp"
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_1 1+p_

Q,,(p) - EP,(p)10gl—_; W,,_,(p)

Q()-1P()lq+1-W ()nq —§nqogq_1 n—lq

M m

Pm) = 0-122) imam
dp

Pm) = (42—1)"22£P.(q)
614'"

M m

2:302) (1 -p2) —"—,,,Q, (p)

. d?

m 2 "2‘2 d
q = q —1 —<? q

W,_,(z) = 2%P,-,(2)P,_,(z) z=p,q
r=l

The definition (2.55) has the other form

_ pp P

P202) = (,_pz) "“2”......jp,(pHdp)"'
11 1

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

These two definitions have a certain relation each other. One of them equals to a constant

times the other.

Considering the feature of symmetry and antisymmetry of the geometry and load-

ing of the problem and examining the stress and displacement resulting from the formu-
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las (2.30)-(2.38), it is Suitable to choose m=1 and to choose cosy for the potentials (b0and

(p3, and sin for 23, respectively. Furthermore, those Legendre functions which will lead

to the singularity of stresses at the origin of the coordinate system (corresponding to the

center of the inhomogeneity, q= 1) should be excluded from the candidates of potentials

for the inclusion, as well as the Legendre functions which will give the infinite stress at in-

finity (the corresponding q —) co) must be omitted from the possible potentials for the ma-

trix. As a result, harmonic functions Q222 (q) are sustained for the mauix, P212 (q) for the

inclusion, and P212 (p) for both of them. Finally, the following linear combination of se-

lected harmonic functions is chosen as the potential function for the mauix and inclusion

respectively,

a) for the mauix region (a 2 (10), or in D-Q

40 = 50 2 4,23, (4)123. (p) cosy (2.61)

n = 0 '

4, = 50 2 8,23. (4)12}. (p) cosy (2.62)

n = 1

x3 = 50 2 eng; (q) 12}, (p) siny . (2.63)

n = 0 2

b) for the inclusion region (a 5 do), or in Q

40 = .40 2 2,12}, (q) P212 (p) cosy (2.64)

n = 1

4, = So 2‘, 5.1”}. (q) Pica) cosy (2.65)

n = 1

7L3 = 50 2 E,P;(q)P; (p) sin'y (2.66)

n=l
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where P}' (p) is defined by expression (2.55) for any value of n except 0 when the

expression(2.60) is used, because P}, (p) with the former definition vanishes, and

A,2, B22, C22, Zn, 5,, and 5,, are unknown constants which will be found by substituting the

potential function into the boundary conditions.

2.5 UNDISTURBED FIELD

The undisturbed stress and displacement field is the field in the body without the

inclusion inside. The undisturbed field of the infinite body under the pure shear loading

022 = S0 at infinity in prolate spheroidal coordinate system is

20.23, = Soc2h(2q2- 1)ppcosy (2.67)

20223 = Socth§(2p2-1)cosy (2.68)

20.43 = —Socqpsiny (2.69)

63 =‘ $02c2h2q21'pp'cosy (2.70)

6% = —502c2li2qq'ppcosy (2.71)

63 = 0 (2.72)

035 = S0 (2c2h2q2q2 - 2q2 + l) cosy (2.73)

6%,! =’ Sochqpsin‘y (2-74)

0302 = -Sochpqsin'y (275)

where the superscript 0 refers to the undisturbed field.
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In order to use these expressions in the boundary conditions, we express equations(2.67),

(2.70), (2.73) and (2.75) in terms of Legendre’s functions as follows

0
ZGua

 

._ 1 2 2_ 1

Sohcosy — -3-c (2q 1)p2 (p) (2.76)

o

—_22: = 20245(lq2-1)P$(p) “23-62451”: (p) (2.77)

Soc h cosy 3 7 35

o ._

0223p 3 2 4 2 1 4 2 4 2 1

—— = —C (-74 -29 +1)P ( )+—c (3 -2 +1)P ()

Soc2h4cosy 35 1 p 45 q q 3 p

8 2 2_ 1
- 3—156 (24 1)P5 (P) (273)

0 .—

0 P - 1 2 5 _ 4 4
70 =_4__4__2_1_4___2_1

SochssinY 6 “32 72 263222222) 2 2“ 35" 2’77"”)

3 4—1

' @2 4P6”) (2.79)

2.6 SOLUTION

Substituting the harmonic potentials(2.61)-(2.66) in section 2.4 into the expres-

sions for stresses and displacements(2.30)-(2.38) in section 2.3, we obtain the stress and

displacement field due to the disturbance of the inhomogeneity for the mauix and the inh-

omogeneity. Then these fields are combined with the undisturbed ones, given by equations

(2.76)-(2.79), to form the total stress and displacement fields which satisfy the equations

of equilibrium and the boundary conditions.
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The undisturbed stresses (2.70)-(2.75) in the section 2.5, caused by the applied

loading at infinity, of course, satisfy the boundary conditions at infinity. The stresses due

to the inhomogeneity disturbance derived from potentials (2.61)-(2.63) vanish at infinity.

So the sum of the two parts of stresses satisfies the boundary conditions at infinity.

In order to satisfy the sliding boundary conditions at the interface, we substitute

the above-mentioned total stress and displacement field for the matrix and the field for the

inhomogeneity into the the boundary condition equations (2.39)-(2.44). Before the equa-

tion system is solved, the following has to be done:

1. For solving the boundary condition equation system at the interface, all terms

containing the variable p should be transformed in the forms of Legendre’s function

P212 (p) by using the following recursion formulas[16],

1 _ n 1 n+1 1

PP" (P) - 2722—1123,.” (P) +2n_-1TIP"‘1 (P) (230)

(1-p2)%12,‘.(p> = (n+1>pP,‘.(p) —nP,‘,.,(p). (2.81)

2. Of the potentials for the mauix, the two terms with A0, C0 cause much more

complicated operation when they are transformed in the (forms of Legedre’s function. To

simplify the calculation, the stress and displacement field due to the two terms is worked

out directly. Furthermore, it is noticed that the fields brought out by the two terms respec-

tively have singularity as p = 0, however, the singularity in the combination of the two

fields vanishes if the ratio of A0 to C0 is chosen as 2 . The combination of the two field-

s(appendix B) is substituted into the boundary. condition equations to find the coefficient

C0 , and then A0 is taken as 2C0

3. The resulting displacement includes the rigid body motion when the displace-

ment equation of equilibrium is used for a problem of elasticity. If two terms of the poten-

tials represent the same rigid body motion, the system of equations will be singular.

Examining the displacements resulting from the chosen potentials(2.6l)-(2.66), it is found
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that Z, and 51correspond to the same rigid body translation of the inclusion in the x di—

rection. So one of themfl is chosen to be zero.

Finally, the boundary condition equations at the interface are obtained in the fol-

lowing way.

The condition of continuity of normal displacement(2.39),

B B

2 [{KinAn+Kn, n- an-1+Kn,n+an+1+KC
C

=1

mun}

2 f {EWM"+E:"‘1§n-l+Ein
+1§n+l+i€gnafl 1P}, (P) (2.82)

1

= 73043-1»; (p).

The condition of continuity of normal tractions (2.40) which can be expressed as

002' = 6'(2' becomes

= (10 (1 = (10

2 [{Lmn— 2An- 2+LmnAn+LAn+2An+2

n=l

B B

+ Luna—38:1 —3+Ln,n- an —l+LrBi,n+IBn +1+Ln,n+3Bn+3

C C C

+ Lmn-ZCn-2+Ln,ncn+Ln, n+2Cn+2}

‘A — ‘A — "A —

”{Lmn—ZAn—Z+Ln,nAn+Ln,n-+2An+2

— “B — "B — —B —

+ Ln,n—3Bn—3 +Ln,n-IBn- 1 +Ln,n+ an+ l +Ln,n+3Bn+3 (2'83)

"C — “‘C "' —C —'

+Ln,n—2Cn-2+LmnCn+Lmn+2Cn+2} ]Pf1| (P)
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2

+ Comp2 (P)

2 — 12 1 4 -

= - 26 9040 (340- 7H”; (12) + 258(10qu; (P)

The conditions of vanishing shear traction(2.41)-(2.44) which can be expressed as

=0, :0, 0701a=ao=02nd 0 =0
0a5|a=ao aafila=a° ya azao

become

A

2[sm_34_3+522_14_1+s‘

n=l

A

n,n+1An+1+Sn,n+3An+3

B B B B

+ San-4Bn—42’Smn—ZBn—2+Sman+Sm n+23n+2+smn+4Bn+4

C C 1

+ Sn,—n 3Cn— 3+Sn,n- lCn- 1+Sn, n+1Cn+l+Smn+3Cn+31Pn(p) (284)

3—-.3_5c2(—7q3 243+1)Pi (p)- 45c204(34 ~24123+1)P§(P)

3 2 2_ 1
+3—1§c(2q0 l)P5(p)

‘A '— - " ‘A — ‘A "'

2 [Smn—3An—3+S:,n—1An-l+Sn,n+lAn+1+Smn+3An+3

71:]

—B - "B — ‘B — ‘B - —B '-

+ Smn-4Bn—4+Sn,n-ZBn—2+Sman+Smn+28n+2+Smn+4Bn+4 (2°85)

-C - -C — 'C — ‘-C -

+ Smn-3Cn—3+Sn,n-1Cn-l+Smn+1Cn+l+Sn,n+3Cn+3 ]P,l, (P) =0
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Z [mu—4An—4+TA,n- 2An— 22221222 A + n,n+2An+2+TAan n mn+4An+4

n=1

B

+ Tmn-SBn—5+TBn—3Bn-3+Tn,n-1Bn-l

+ TBn,n+an+l+TBm+3Bn+3+Tmn+SBn+5

+ Tc,n- 4C71- 4+TC,n— 2Cn—2+TC, C +thgn+2Cn+2+TCln+4Cn+4an (P)n nnn

q ._ q
Co[{l=9+ :4.qu 7_—::}(:2P2(p—)_.7;c2__°P},(p)]

22

= (:43— 743+ 65—3)cqu,(p>+<— 3—4543+ 7—47)”qu1(p)+6-§—3cqu,<P) (286)

and

2 [Tin—4Zn-4+Tfi,n—2’Zn-2+Tfi,nzn+ —n,n+2zn+2+72:,n+4zn+4

n=1

+ 7_‘tai,rt-5§n-5+21-‘rni,n—3§n-3+TEJI—lgn—l

+ Tani-IEIH-l+T£,n+3§n+3+iin+5§n+5

+ Tin—46n—4+Tin-Zan-Z'i'fin5n+fin+25n+2+7fin+4an+4]Prlt (p)

= 0 (2.87)

where F = 5/G , q0 = coshOL0 , 50 = sinhon0 . All the coefficients,

A A A B C B

Kij’ ‘j’Kfj’Llj’lJ’ 119S119511252197‘2j’122151f’j
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are the functions of Q}, (qo) and v as shown in the appendix C. All the coefficients with a

bar can be obtained from the corresponding coefficients without the bar by replacing

Q}. (qo) and v by P}, (qo) and \7, respectively.

Equating the coefficients of P,1, (p) , for the positive integer n, in both sides of each

of the boundary condition equations (2.82)-(2.87), we get an infinite system of linear alge-

braic equations for the unknowns, A", B", C", A", 5,, and 5,, .

For solving the system of equations, it is convenient to use the following recursion

formulas which are derived from [16],

 

  

Q}..,(q> = %[(2n+1)qQ,l,(q) — (n+1)Q,’,_1(q)] (2.88)

Q;'(q> = 421.1 [nQ,1.+1(q) — (n+1)qQ,‘. (4)] (2.89)

Q‘”(q) = 1 [qu"(q) — {n(n+1) - 1 }Q‘(q)]. (2.90)n 1‘42 n 1_qz n

The recursion formulas for P3”, (q),P,‘,' (q), P3,” (q) and P3,” (p) , P}; (p) , P3," (p)

have the same forms as those for Q;H (q), Q}: (q), Q3,” (q), equations (2.88)-(2.90).

In the numerical calculations, the infinite system of equations is truncated with n=N

in such a way that the number of equations equals to the number of unknowns. By using

the exclusive program , the coefficients A n, B", C", K", 5,, and 5,, are evaluated, so that

the complete potentials are obtained. Then it is easy to find the stress and displacement

fields anywhere in the inclusion and in the mauix by substituting the potentials into the ex-

pressions for the stress and displacement (2.30)-(2.38).



3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. The unknowns in the boundary conditions

Solving the system of equations (2.82)-(2.87) for the boundary conditions at the in-

terface, we obtained all the unknown coeflicients An , 8,, , C" , 3,, , 5,, and 5". We con-

firm that A" , 3,, , C,, and 5,, are zero when n is an odd number, and 8,, and 5,, are zero

when n is an even number, which can be inferred from the symmetry of the problem.

The second very important observation is that the non-zero terms of the coefficients

are A0312 , Bl , Co , C2 . 32 and 31 only. In view of this, we conclude that it is possible to

get a closed form analytical solution by setting up a finite series of potentials, although it is

known that the infinite series of potentials should be used in order to obtain the stress field

of a prolate spheroidal sliding inclusion under other kinds of loading [13-14].

2. The stress field

A very interesting conclusion of our work is that the stress field in the prolate sphe-

roidal inhomogeneity, with the interface free to slip under shear loading (5er at infinity,

vanishes so that the inhomogeneity behaves just like a cavity. As to the distribution of

stress field, it does not matter whether the inclusion is perfectly bonded at its interface or is

allowed to slip freely along the interface, if we have the special case of a cavity. In order to

confirm our solution, we used an analytical method for the prolate spheroidal inclusion

perfectly bonded at the interface and took the shear modulus, 6' = 0. We obtained the

same stress and displacement field in the mauix as that for the sliding inclusion and 5 at 0.

Furthermore, decreasing the shear modulus E}— continuously towards the limit, (7 = O, for

the prolate spheroidal sliding inhomogeneity, the same stress and displacement fields were

27
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obtained once again.

Since the condition of the prolate spheroidal sliding inclusion under shear loading

(7er is equivalent to that of the perfectly bonded inclusion with shear modulus (7 = O and

the field of elasticity of the latter is obtained by finite series of potentials, it is reasonable

to attempt to derive the field of the former also by finite series of potentials.

Mura and Furuhashi[9] reported the zero stress field in the inclusion for the similar

. case. They found that when an ellipsoidal inclusion, which is free to slip along the inter-

face, undergoes a shear eigenstrain and the interface can not sustain any shear traction , the

stress field vanishes everywhere in the inclusion. Kouris, et al.[12] considered a problem

of elliptic inhomogeneity under a uniform shear stress applied at infinity and obtained the

solution which is the same as that of elliptic hole in the matrix under shear. As the exten-

sion of this 2-dimensional problem to the 3-dimensions, our solution of zero stress field in

the inhomogeneity is expected.

It should be noted that the stress field in the prolate spheroidal sliding inclusion does

not vanish if the shear stress (3er instead of on is applied at infinity. The field is given by

Jasiuk[14].

3. The anomaly of solution

The solution for the stress field can not be obtained from our formulas in this thesis

when the spheroidal inclusion goes to a spherical one, because the two semi-axes have the

same lengths, a=b, which leads to the focal length c=0 and the related singularity. Howev-

er, Ghahremani[8] solved for the stress field of the sliding spherical inhomogeneity under

the uniform tension applied at infinity by using the Papkovich’s approach. By means of the

superposition principle for elasticity, the stress field in the sliding inhomogeneity subject-

ed the shear stress at infinity could be obtained easily. This way, we find that the stress

field does not vanish when the inhomogeneity is in the shape of sphere. In conclusion, the

solution for a spherical inhomogeneity can not be obtained from the limit of spheroidal in-

homogeneity for sliding case. This is called the anomaly of solution.

The anomaly was reexamined by Kouris et al.[12] for the two dimensional case. As
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a result, they showed that the plate with a freely sliding circular inclusion under shear has

nonzero stress in the inclusion which can be obtained from the solution given by Muskhe-

lishvili[17]. When investigating the ellipsoidal sliding inclusion which undergoes a uni—

form shear eigenstrain , Mara and Furuhashi[9] pointed that in the case of degeneracy of

ellipsoids to the spheroid and sphere, non-vanishing stress field is left in the material after

slightrelaxation by the interface sliding.

It should be noted that the anOmaly does not occur for the case of the inclusion per-

fectly bonded in which the solution for sphere can be obtained from the limit of the ellip-

soid(same for the sliding inclusion in two dimension)[9]. Once more, the anomaly does

not come for the case of the spheroidal sliding inclusion under shear in the plane parallel

to the xy plane as shown in the paper by Jasiuk[l4].

4. The deformation

The prolate spheroidal inhomogeneity which is free to slip along its interface has

only the displacements corresponding to the rigid body motion, the rotation of the inho-

mogeneity around the axis y, when the uniform shear stress on is applied at infinity. This

means the spheroid keeps its shape under the shear loading considered in our paper. It can

be observed from the harmonic potentials used in the paper. In particular, it is more conve-

nient to transform the potential functions into Cartesian coordinate system. In that case,

the displacements are A

= (02 (3.1)

u, = —(0x. (3.2)

“x

where to is a constant. The displacements represent the rigid body rotation around the y-

axis.

The similar situation was found by Mura and Furuhashi[9] for the ellipsoidal sliding

inclusion undergoing a uniform shear eigenstrain. They pointed that there exists a shear

deformation which transforms an ellipsoid into the identical ellipsoid without changing its

orientation. It is not, however, the case of sphere that is always deformed to an ellipsoid by

shear. Jasiuk[lS] showed a figure for the configuration before and after deformation of the
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elliptical sliding inclusion undergoing a uniform eigenstrain. Although above mentioned

inclusions sustain their shapes under the loading, the difi’erence is that there is no deforma-

tion in our inhomogeneity.

5. The potential ’

The Boussinesq potentials approach was used and the spheroidal harmonic func-

tions in terms of Legendre function were taken as the potentials. It is a suitable way to in-

vestigate the spheroidal inclusion problems. Although we got the undisturbed stress field

by the harmonic function (1)0 = Soxy expressed in Cartesian system for convenience, it

can be transformed to the Legendre function in the spheroidal system,

(>o = Sadr; (4):); (p). (3.3)

The same method was successfully used by Edwards[5] for the spheroidal inclu-

sion bonded perfectly and by Jasiuk[l4] for the spheroidal sliding inclusion(Papkovich

approach of potentials was also used).

6. The eigenstrain problem

As the mentioned at the beginning of the thesis, there are two types of the inclusion

problems, the inhomogeneity problem and the eigenstrain problem which can be solved

mathematically in the same way.

Here we discuss the eigenstrain problem.

We consider an isotropic and infinitely extended elastic body, containing a prolate

spheroidal subdomain that may have elastic constants different from those of the mauix.

The configuration is the same as that shown in Fig.2. The problem is to solve the stress

fields caused by the uniform shear eigenstrain, 821‘ in the inclusion.

The potentials are chosen as the same as those for the inhomogeneity in formulas

(2.61)-(2.66) except that the constant So is taken as 20821

The boundary conditions at infinity are that all stresses vanish
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0.. = 0. (3-4)

The boundary condition at the interface are the same as those represented in equa—

tions(2.39)-(2.44). But, for the mauix there is no more undisturbed stress field caused by

the applied shear stress at infinity, equations(2.67)-(2.75), and the displacements in the in-

clusion will be the sum of two parts. If the inclusion is allowed to deform freely without

the mauix constrain, then the displacement is E0 which can be derived from the given ei-

genstrain and the strain-displacement relation as follows

20:72, 1 .
= _ 2 2 _ l

Sohcosy 3 (2 (2q 1) P2 (p). (3.5)

The corresponding displacements of elasticity, 17‘ in the inclusion can be found by substi-

tuting the potentials into equation(2.30)-(2.32). The total displacement is the sum of

I10 and r7,

r7, = a? + {if (3.6)

By using strain-displacement equations and Hooke’s law, the stresses can be ob-

tained in the forms of the equations(2.33)-(2.38). ‘

Following the same route as for the inhomogeneity problem, we can solve the ei-

genstrain problem. The boundary conditions at infinity are satisfied automatically. By sub-

stituting the displacements and stresses into the boundary conditions at the interface, the

system of equations similar to (2.82)-(2.87) is obtained.

The condition of continuity of normal displacement,

“(1| = 1704 , becomes
a=ao

n,nn 11,717:
2 [{K" A +K:n_an_1+Kin+an+l+KC C }

N=1
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mnKn+E2n-l§n-I+E:n+l§n+l+finan} JP};(p) (37)

1

= §c2(2q(2,—1)Pé(p).

The condition of continuity of normal tractions which can be expressed as

becomes

0. = (10

A A A

2 [{Lan—2An-2+Ln,nAn+Ln,n+2An+2

n=l

B B B B

+ Lmn-3Bn—3+Ln,n-an—l+Ln,n+an+1+Ln,n+3Bn+3

C C C

+ Lmn-ZCn-2+L C +Ln,n+2Cn+2}n,nn

-A — -A - -A —

"' {Ln,n—2An-2+Ln,nAn+Ln,n+2An+2

B — —B — "B -' “B -

+ Ln,n-3Bn—3+Ln,n-an-l+Ln,n+an+l+Ln,n+3Bn+3 (3'8)

—C " —C — -C —

+ Lmn—ZCn—Z+Ln,nCn+Ln.n+2Cn+2}1P,ll(p)

2

+ (303—601,;(17)

The conditions of vanishing shear traction which can be expressed as

oaBla=a0=0. oaflla=ao=0. oyala=ao=0and owa=ao=0

become
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2 [52, n- 3An- 3+Sn,n- lAn- 1+Smn+1An+l+Smn+3An+3

n=l

B B B

+ Smn- 4Bn -4+Sn,n-23n —2+Sn,an+Sn,n+2Bn+2+Sn,n+4Bn+4

C C C 1

+ Smn-3Cn-3+sn,n—1Cn-l+Srt,n+1Cn+1+Sn,n+3Cn+3]Pn(p) (3'9)

1 40 2 40
+C0 {- 3q0+2— }6——(—2)P1(p)+——P3(p)

lSq2

=0

- — _A -

2 [San-3An-3+Sn,n-1An—l+§An+1An+l+§An+3An+3

n=1

"B — “B — ‘B - "'B — “B —

+ Sn,n-4Bn-4+Sn,n—ZBn-2+Sn, an+Sn,n+28n+2+sn,n+4Bn+4 (3°10)

‘C - ‘C — ‘C — "C '—

+ Smn—3Cn—3 +Sn,n-1Cn-1+Sn,n+lcn+l +Sn,n+3Cn+3 1P}; (P)

:0

Z [Tin-4An- 4+TAn— 2An- 2+TA A +Trin+2An+2+TA,n+4AA" n n+4

n=l

+ TB,_ 53,,_ 5+TB ,_ 3B,_ 3+1” 3
mn- 1 n-l

'+ TBHM+IBn+1+TB n+3Bn+3+Tn, n+SBn+5

+ Tin—4Cn-4+Tcn— 2Cn— 2+Tincn+TCn+2Cn+2+TCn+4Cn+4]Prlr(p)
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3

140 2- 140 21 2 2401 :'

+C —=—+- ---_— C P ——C _—P (3°11)

=0

and

X [fin-4Zn-4+fin-2Kn-2+ifinzn+ .n,n+23n+2+7fi,n+4zn+4

11:]

+ Tin-SEn—5+Tin-3§n-3+Tfin-IEn-l

+71”
n,n+an+1+Tfin+3Bn+3+T£n+SBn+5

+ Tin—4En—4+7fin-ZEn—2+T€nan+if,n+25n+2+Tfin+45n+41P; (p)

= 0 _ (3.12)

where F = 5/G , qo = coshoc0 , a, = sinhct0 . All the coefficients,

THIC.
A

K' id" U
,_j,K€J-,K.C. A L? L-C S4 s? s? T!‘

(.1’ 1.1" 1.1" w" 1.1" 1.1" w" 1.1"

are the functions of Q}, (qo) and v as shown in the appendix C. All the coefficients with a

bar can be obtained from the corresponding coefficients without the bar by replacing

Q}, (‘10) and v by P}, (qo) and \7, respectively.

Equating the coefficients of P}, (p) , for the positive integer n, in both sides of

each of the boundary condition equations (3.7)—(3.12), we get an infinite system of linear

algebraic equations for the unknowns, An, B", C", 3,, B" and (7,, .

In the numerical calculation, the infinite system of equations is truncated with

n=N in such a way that the number of equations equals to the number of unknowns. By us
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ing the exclusive program , the coeflicients An, B", C", A,” B" and 5,, are evaluated, so

that the complete potentials are obtained. Then it is easy to find the stress and displace-

ment fields anywhere in the inclusion and in the matrix by substituting the potentials into

the expressions for the stress and displacement (2.30)-(2.38). Again we find that our solu-

tion can be expressed in terms of finite series, or more specifically, only the coefficients

AZ and B1 are non-zero, and the stress field in both the matrix and the inclusion vanishes.

This stress field in the inclusion is consistent with the case of the inhomogeneity under re-

mote shear loading as discussed in the section 2. After deformation, both the matrix and

inclusion keep their original configuration. Furthermore, there is no strain in the matrix.

Although there is a strain, the eigenstrain, in the inclusion, the inclusion keeps its shape

and orientation after the deformation.

7. The closed form solution

In view of the above-mentioned reason we can find a closed form solution for both

the inhomogeneity problem and the eigenstrain problem. The potential functions used for

the closed form solution have the same form as those for the solution by the infinite series,

but only a finite number of terms of the series is kept. Referring to the coefficients

A", B", C", A”, B" and 5,, found for the infinite series approach, we chose the potentials

for the closed form solution for the inhomogeneity problem as follows

a) for the matrix

(>0 = svoQ3(q) P302) condo/1223 (4) P3 (p) cosy (3.13)

()3 = $33.93 (me: (p) cosy (3.14)

2.3 = SOCOQ}, (q) P}, (p) siny+ soc2Q§(q) Pup) siny (3.15)

b) for the inclusion
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(to = 5032?; (4)1”; (p) 0087

(3 = 5351?: (4) P3 (p) cos-r

where A0 = 2C0 in order to avoid the singularity of the stress.

(3.16)

(3.17)

In the same way for the solution from the infinite series of potentials(2.6l)—(2.66),

we get the stresses and the displacements at the interface due to these finite number of

terms of potentials(3.13)-(3.17). Substituting these stresses and displacements and those of

the undisturbed field into the boundary conditions(2.39)-(2.44) and solving the system of

algebraic equations, we get the closed form solution for the inhomogeneity problem as fol-

lows,

4

0
3
1

A2 = -;-c(- 3q2+2-2v)Bl

cq0

2 1 2
(340-2+V)Q1(qo) +_—2(-qo+2-V)

40

Q
N

II c(1—v)B1

\
O
I
H

K, =-;—c(1-2V)§,

m
l 1‘ 2

1'm[(340 (240' 1)

+ {(—6qg+7q3—2vq3+1—2v)Q,(q,)

+ (253+3-2v) }B,]

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)
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This solution is consistent to that from the infinite series of potentials.

The same method is also suitable for the eigenstrain case. In that case only the po-

tentials for the inclusion are needed in the simpler forms as follows

(to = 5052133 (q) P3 (p) cosy (3.25)

(p, = 5051?} (q) P} (p) cosy. (3.26)

In the same way, we get the closed form solution for the eigenstrain problem as

follows,

 

Z, = %c(1—2\7)B1 (3.27)

E _ era-243)

, .. 2 (14’) (3.28)

This solution is also consistent to that from the infinite series of potentials.

Although the papers[10][13] and [14] showed that the closed form solution can

not be obtained and the infinite series potentials should be used for the elliptic and prolate

spheroidal inclusion problem in which the inclusion may slip along the interface and is

subjected to the other kinds of loading, it is found that when the prolate spheroidal sliding

inclusion undergoes the uniform shear eigenstrain £23 or is subjected to the uniform shear

stress on at infinity, a finite number of terms of potentials will give the solution. As a re-

sult, it is found that for the inhomogeneity problem the stresses in the spheroidal subdo-

main vanish and the spheroid rotates without deformation, and that for the eigenstrain

problem the stresses in both the inclusion and the matrix vanish, and there is no deforma-

tion in the mauix, while the inclusion does deform but keeps its original shape and orien-

tation.
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The displacement and stress field

For ()0

39¢

2011a = baa—q?

20 h_a¢0
up - - Pa—

P

1 3%
20 - T—

u’ cqu
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For (1)3

31123
ZGua = chqp[qaq3——(—3 4v)¢3]

2c; — h‘[ 8% 3 4“(a-‘6 an 233% — mp3]

34>
20 = £—3

u 412 3t

(1

32¢ do 8(1)
6 = hz -2 3 2hz(]2132__2 _ -2 _3_ 2 2 2 -2 3]

c [qqpa—q, +{c (1 v)q}paq (chp+2v)qp Tap

Q

'
0
: ll

”32¢ do at,

ch 22 2 _ -2 3 2 2 2_ -2 3
2[4PP2-—2apz -{(:2hq p+2(1 v)p }qap +(chq 2v)qp_aq]

32¢, 3(1), 53¢,
0' _ 4P 2
r c-Hi 2 +c ((12 V4255» -(p2 + VE)an
 

 

32¢ 3¢ - 33;
2-- 3 2 2 2_ _ 3_ 2 2 2 _ 3

0045:- ch qpl:qpaqap + {c h p (1 2v)}q—aq {c h q +(1 2v)}p$ :]
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For 7(3

32.
q 3

20 = 2h:—

u" q 31

871.
p 3

20 = 2h:

“‘3 12W

2__ 32.3 31.3

26147 — 2ch qp (p—a; —q$)

0a .-= Zth”[8213 4 3A3]

 

W-?a_v

30,651

“6 = ”9721,3361

2 35.3. 321.3 2 323

07 = 2h paP33Y_ 43732;“- c_2——q2fi2§.Y3

O _ h2[__2 3323 3321.3 333]
B.— _

°‘ qp " ”a‘v—aq ‘”’ a??? ””77

“B 3322.3 1.3- [323 323 21.2 2 323 32.3 ]
= 3+ -—2-3+7 6—5337 c 413 qaqu-pap, c {qpa—q- -((12 +p2)ap3}

4332.3 [313333 a). a). ]
0' 3-2— 2 2 2 2 3 3

= 3+ h —+ h + —-2 —“(a 6-2—3333? 6 4p 123an 4an c {(4 Maq qpap}



APPENDIX B

The stress and displacement field of

«>0 = zsoasmwam and 23 = soaamww)

at the interface

ua = 0

20a
_ B 2 1
__ = __p

pSohcosy q0 1(p)

20a
— Y 2 1
P—-—— = “—P (P)

Soczhzsiny 3" 2

C
a 2 1

= —-—P (p)

Soc2h4cosy 340 2

2 40_. cal} (10 2 1 1 1

p—— = -_—(-34 +2-)P (p)+—_—P (p)

soc2h4cosy 4%, ° 5 1 15 43 3

o 3
.. ya 40 2— 40 ) 2 1 2 q0 2 1
p_____ = {—__+_qq _.____ CP (p)-—'——CP (p)

Sochssin'y 340 3 0 o 7‘10 2 35 40 4
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APPENDIX C

A B C
C1 K23 ,KU ,KU

K2,, = F1(n)

Kim = F2(n—1)W3(n—1)

Kin“ = F2(n+l)W4(n+1)

Kin = F3 (n)

where

F102) = E1 (n)

F2 (n) = E2 (n) +1?3 (n)

F3(n) = E402)

where

12:1 (n) = éoai'mo)

Ez (n) = @0qu3,140)

Em) = 239a}.(qo)
40

53 (n) = -cc70 (3-4V)Q,l.(qo)

Wi(n) is shown in the appendix D

42
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L?
A

02 L. 3.2.,
C

1,] 2 Li,j

L1,, = F3 (n) +F2(n) W6(n) +123 (n) W33 (n)

L134: F2(n—2)W5(n-2) +F3(n—2)W32(n—2)

LA =F3(n+2)w7(n+2)+F3(n+2)w34(n+2)
mn+2

LB 1=F4(n-1)W3(n-1)+F5(n—1)W9(n—1)
n9"—

L£,n+1=F4(n+1)W4(n+l) +F5(n+1)W10(n+l)

++F6(n+l)W3-,(n+l) +F-,(n+l)W31 (11+ 1)

mn
LB _3=F5(n-3)W8(n-3)+F6(n—3)W35(n—3)

LB =F5(n+3)Wll(n+3)+F6(n+3)W38(n+3)
mn+3



where

where

Lgn=F3(n) +F9(n) W601)

Lgn_2=F3(n—2)W3(n-2)

Lgn+3=F9(n+2)W7(n+2)

F1(n) = 43153 (n) + 133 (n)

F2 (22) = -El ('1) -52 (n)

F3 (n) = E301)

F402) = (135402) +55 (n) +4356“)

F3 (n) = —E4(n) -E3 (n) —E3(n)

F301) = 1570:) -153 (n)

F7 on = (13158 (n)

F801) = 43159 (n) + 43810 (n)

59 (n) = ‘59 (n) -E10(n)
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51 (n) = c7393." (40)

52 (n) = 4.023.140)

12; (n) = -Q,‘. (4..)

E4 (22) = 64027321.” (40)

E5 (22) = «1321’ ((10)

56 (n) = -2c (1 — v) r739}: (40)

137 (n) = —cqu,‘. (40)

£3 ('2) = 4024023. (40)

139 (n) = 2409,1140)

2

24

Em (n) = -—_23Q,‘. (40)

40

W301) is shown in the appendix D.
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C3 521 25f} 2551

SA
22,234=F1(n—1)W30(n—1)+F2(n-1)W36(n—l)

+F3(n- 1)W3(n- 1) +F4(n-1)W9(n— 1)

54
mn+l

=F1(n+ 1)W3l (n+1) +F2(n+1)W3-,(n+ 1)

+F3(n+1)W4(n+ 1) +F4(n+1)W10(n+ 1)

SA

n’n_3=F2(n—3)W35(n—3) +F4(n—3)W8(n-3)

SA

mn+3
=F2(n+3)W33(n+3) +F4(n+3) W11(n+3)

$22 = F3 (n) W33 (n) + F301) w)31 (n)

+F7 (n) +178 (n) W6 (n) +179 (n) W14 (n)

553,34 = F3 (n—2)W32(n—2) +F6(n-2)w40(n-2)

+F8(n-2)W5(n—2) +F9(n—2)W13(n-2)



where

47

SB =F5(n+2)W34(n+2)+F6(n+2)W42(n+2)
mn+2

+F8(n+2)W7 (n+2) +F9(n+2)W15(n+2)

55.1-4 = F6(n-4>W39(n—4) +F9(n—4)W12(n—4)

Sin“: =F6(”+4)W43 (n+4) +F9(n+4)W16(n+4)

55,114 =F10(n— 1)W3(n—1) +F33(n—1)w9(n_ 1)

+F12(n— 1)W30(n— 1) +F13(.n—1)W36(n— 1)

SC F10(n+l)W4(n+1)+F11(n+1)W10(n+1)
mn+l=

+F12(n+ 1)W31 (n+ 1) +F13(n+ 1)W3-,(n+ 1)

sir3 = F11(n-3)W8(n—3)+F33(n—3)W35(n-3)

SC 3:1?“ (n+3)w33(n+3) +F,3(n+3)w33(n+3)
mn+
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F. (n) = 4351 (n) +1330.)

F201) = -E1(n)

F; (n) = 53 (n)

F402) = -E3 (22)

F5 on = 43530:) +157 (n) +4358 (n)

F601) = -E4(N) -E8(n)

F7(n) = 435602)

F802) = 55(n1-(q8+1)53(n)

F9(n) = —E5 (n) +E6(n)

F1002) = 4359 (n) +4351] (n)

F1102) = -E9(n) -Eu (n)

1120:) = qfiEmm

F1301) = ‘Elo (’1)

where
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12:1 (n) = Ffion.’ (40)

52 (n) = 60409}. (40)

E. (n) = «7012.1: (4..)

E. (n) = «5040935140

E5 on = «504093: (40)

156 (n) = c (1 — 2v) «70qu3: (40)

E7 ('2) =_ 6670439}. (40)

128 (n) = c<1— 2v) 509,1. (4.)

E. (n) = 210123.140)

Em (n) = €212}. (40)

2

E1101) = ’7qoqg; (40)

W301) is shown in the appendix D.
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r3," = F3 (11) +F2(n) W601) +123 (n)W,4(n)

7134:5024) W5(n-2) +F3(n-2)W13 02-2)

'2
'.

n+2=F2(n+2)W-,(n+2) +F3(n+2)W15(n+2)
n,

11n_4=F3(n-4)W12(n—4)

p
1

=F3(n+4)W36(n+4)
n+4

Ti,”l =F4(n—1)W3(n-1) +F5(n-1)W9(n-l) +F6(n-1)W19(n-1)

10 =p4(n+1)w4(n+1)+F3(n+1)wm(n+1)+F6(n+1)W20(n+1)mn+1

753,34 =F3(n—3)w3(n-3) +F6(n—3)W18(n-3)

73,233 =F5(n+3)W11 (n+3) +123(n+3)w21 (n+3)



where

51

T:3_3=F6(n-5)w37(n—5)

T£2n+5=F6(n+5)W22(n+5)

12C” = F7 (n) +F3(n) W301) +F9(n)W14(n)

+ F1001) W33 (n) + F11(n)W41(n)

7C _3=F3(n-2)w3(n—2)+F3(n—2)W33(n—2)
n,n

+F30(n—2)w33(n—2) +F11(n—2)W40(n—2)

7C22+3=F3(n+2)w,(n+2) +F9(n+2)W15(n+2)

+F10(n+2)W34(n+2) +F11(n+2)W42(n+2)

7fi,3_3 =F9(n—4)W12(n—4)+.F11(n—4)W39(n—4)

7‘“n+4=F9(n+4)W16(n+4)+F11(n+4)W43(n+4)
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F1(n) = 4351 (n)

F2 (n) = 4qu3 (n)

F3 (22) = E1 (n)

F. (n) = 43152 (n)

F3 (n) = -2q3£3(n)

F6 ('2) = 52 ('2)

F701) = 4353 (n) + 433.. (n) + 4355 (n)

123 (n) = -2q353(n) — (43+11E41n1 — (q3-1)E5(n)

F901) = E3 (n) +E4 (n) -E5 (n)

F1001) = E6(n) +q§E,(n)

F1103) = “E7 (’1)

where
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81 (n) = - cle’ (40) + cz-g—ng. (40)

0

52m =-c3qu}.'(qo) +c3{%+2(1-v)}Q,‘.(qo)

0

4

E3 on = «2212344)

40

E. (n) = -c25§qu}.” (40)

55 (n) = 863123.an

8.; (n) = 432734021. (40)

13., (n) = czaéar (qo)

W301) is shown in the appendix D.
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WU

W2 ('0 = 27%

W2 (n) = 2"":11

 

W3 (n) = W1(n)

W4(n) = W3(n)

w5 (n) = W301) Wl (n+ 1)

W6(n) = W3(n)W2(n+ 1) +W4(n)W1 (n- 1)

W701) = W401) W2(n— 1)

w8 (n) = W5(n)W1(n+2)

W9 (n) = w5 (n) W301 +2) + W6(n)W1(n)

W10(n) = w6 (n) W2(n) + W7(n)W1(n-2)

W11 (n) = W7 (n) W2(n-2)

W12(n) = W3 (n) W1 (n+ 3)

54
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W13 (n) = W8 (n) W2 (n+3) +W9 (n) W1 (n+ 1)

W14 (n) = W901) W2 (n+ 1) +W10(n) W1 (n— 1)

W15 (n) = W10 (n) W2 (n— 1) + W11 (r1)W1 (n-3)

Wl6 = W11(n)W2(n — 3)

 
W17 = W12(n)W1(n + 4)

W18 (n) = W12 (n) W2 (n + 4) + W13(n)W1(n + 2)

W19 (n) = W13 (n) W2 (n + 2) + W14(n)W1(n)

W20 (n) = W14 (n) W2 (n) + W15(n)W1(n — 2)

W21(n) = W15 (n) W2 (n — 2) + W16(n)W1(n - 4)

W22 (n) = W16 (n) W2 (n — 4)

 

"2

W300!) =—2n+1

(n+1)2

W21“) =W

W32(n) = W30(n)W1(n+ 1)

W33 (n) = W30 (n) W2 (11+ 1) + W31(n)W1(n-1)
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W34(n) = W3l (n)W2(n— 1)

W35 (n) = W32 (n+ 2) W1 (n+2)

W36 (n) = W32(n) W2(n+2) +w33 (n) Wl (n)

W37 (11) = W33 (n) W201) + W34 (n) wl (n-z)

W38 (n) = W34(n) W2(n—2)

W33 (n) = W35 (n) w1 (12+ 3)

w40 (n) = W33 (n) w2 (n + 3) + W36(n)W1(n +1)

W41(n) = W36 (n) W2 (n+ 1) + W37-(")W1(”" 1)

w42 (n) = W37 (n) W2 (n — 1) + W33 (n) W1 (n - 3)

W43 (11) = W38 (n) W2 (n - 3)
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